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HOW TO INSTALL?
It 's Simple! Just place your
"PEST-VALVE" into the
Floor Trap Crat ing and
rotate until it fits nicely as
shown in the diagram.

Floor t rap grat ing opening
not central ise blockinq the
openrng.

What is "PEST VALVE"?
"PEST VALVE' is a light-weight and compact device conveniently fitted onto the floor or gully trap to prevent odours and insects nuisance
or breeding. lt helps to block the path for mosquitoes, cockroaches, centipedes from passing through the drain pipes into your vicinity.
The unique design and wonder function of this device also ensure the water will not be accumulated to cause environmental harm.
Pest Valve consists of a flap which is normally closed at the discharge opening. When water enters, the flap is pivoted to discharge the
water from the device. When water stops flowing in and the volume of water within it diminishes, the flap will pivot back to itJ rest
position, sealing up the discharge opening. Thus, the spread of unpleasant odours and insects disturbances will be shut down completely
with this specially designed and functioning of "Pest Valve". The gaps on top of the flap will allow water to slip through so that the
problem of insects breedino will be eliminated.

Place i t  in f loor
trap gratings.

Valve open as
water pressure
flows allowing
water to flow
through

Prevent
mosquitoes
breeding, foul
smell
cockroaches,
centipedes and
other insects from
passing through.

HOW IT
WORKS?
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